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Product Brand TV Type TV Resolution TV Size Price Page 2 When you visit all Abenson stores or even browse online on abenson.com, you could be overwhelmed by all the good-natured TVs available for purchase. But! There's no need to worry because we're here to help you find the right TV! The
reason why there are a lot of TVs on display because of the multiple models available from different brands. To make things simple, we categorize them into basic, Smart TV, Ultra HD TV and Premium TV. Basic TVs are affordable models. They are able to show high-definition images and cable channels,
but they don't have built-in apps and aren't connected to the Internet. They're not exciting to use, but they don't cost much! If you want to play Netflix and YouTube on your TV, you need to get at least one smart tv. These models have built-in apps that allow you to browse, play and watch videos online. In
terms of prices, they are a little more expensive. If you have the budget, check out the Ultra HD TV models. This is an upgrade on smart TVs with their high resolution panels and more enjoyable image quality. They come in different sizes, so you can choose the one that fits in your room. These are good
investments for your living room that will impress you and your guests. Those who can splurge and who only want the best should go for our Premium selection. These are the TVs that will surely hit anyone! Choose between OLED and QLED TV. You can even go for the latest model with an 8K
resolution, which is eight times sharper than an average TV. The budget shouldn't be a problem here, because advanced technologies come at a price! The right size of TV for your roomOne of the questions that people always ask when buying a TV is: How big should I get? Look no further because we
have the answers! Basically, the size of your TV will depend on the size of your room. If you have a studio unit in a condominium, we suggest TV sizes ranging from 43 to 49 inches. They are not too big, but also not small. You can always immerse yourself in entertaining within your humble unity. If you
plan to put it in a larger space like the spacious living room in your home, we recommend one of our 50- to 65-inch television models. This will ensure that the family can enjoy watching together! And, if you're installing your entertainment lounge, be sure to put in at least a 70-inch TV! You would only want
the great and the best TV for your special room, right? Now that you have your favorite TV size, let's determine how far you should sit. We don't want to put pressure on our eyes and, at the same time, we have the opportunity to enjoy our favorite shows at the optimum viewing distance. Ready to make a
purchase? Just visit one of our 120-plus Abenson stores nationwide to personally check out all the TV models we have. If you have any more questions, don't hesitate to ask your question! Our friendly Abenson staff will be more than happy to help you choose and take away your perfect new TV! Extra tip

You can browse first on abenson.com to see the latest models. Add Add Favorite tv model to your wish list and check them out to Abenson to see it in action! This way you can save time by knowing the TV specs in advance! Like us on Facebook (facebook.com/abensonappliances)Follow us on
Instagram (@abensonph)Visit our online store at www.abenson.com 1. Cooling capacity The capacity you need will depend on the size of the area you want to cool down. See the guide below for the recommended cooling capacity for your space. 2. Aircon Type 3. Energy Efficiency In other words, the
higher the ERA, the more energy efficient it is and the less it will cost you to operate the device. For additional energy savings, look for inverter air conditioners. Inverter air conditioners have variable compressor speeds, which allow it to cool the room faster. It also offers efficient performance with minimal
fluctuations - although they are more expensive than non-inverter models. 4. Installation For installation, most window air conditioners come with easy-to-use installation kits. Portable air conditioners require a minimal configuration and can be moved from room to room. For air conditioning installation,
contact our Smile Serve team at 692-9317 or 0998-997-3147. 5. Special features Air conditioners are loaded with additional features to make life easier for the user. From digital temperature control, thermostat programmable settings, mosquito repellent technology, timers and remote control help to better
customize the way you cool. 1. Screen size TVs come in a range of sizes, each with different recommended viewing distances. See the guide below 2. Resolution HD TV (High Definition TV) has a screen resolution of 720p to 1080p. UHD TV (Ultra High Definition TV) or 4K TV offer four times the
resolution of Full HD. With stunning details of more than 8 million pixels, discover sharper images and brighter, realistic colors. UHD TVs can be enjoyed even from a narrower viewing distance without sacrificing details. 3. Smart Technology Smart TV lets you connect to the Internet and access apps and
services on your screen. You have access to streaming apps and services like Netflix and YouTube. Tip: Controlling your Smart TV is best combined with a remote control ready to easily navigate web pages, while HDMI gives you the ultimate media experience with your Smart TV. 4. TV Trends Curved
TV. A curved TV has a concave shape designed to minimize light reflections to give you a better visualization without any distractions. It also features high-end features like 4K UHD and depth enhancers for a superior viewing experience. Game TV. For players, get ready with a QLED or OLED TV with
powerful processors and faster motion to get stunning graphics for the best gaming experience ever. Get the next onick for your TV for an immersive viewing experience. Soundbar: Combining your TV with a soundbar is the best way to get better sound quality. It comes with an easy-to-configure 'bar'
speaker and a wirelessly connected sub-woofer or through TV Mount: Maximize on the light frame of your TV by mounting it directly on a wall. The wall mounting of your TV saves you space and improves the aesthetics of the room. Choose from fixed mount, tilt (angles of your TV vertically) and full
movement (gives your TV the widest range of motion). 5. Need help with the installation? Our professional installers can do the job for you. Check out our rates here. Smartphone buyer's guide the camera has become one of the most important smartphone features of today. Keep in mind that superior
images don't always mean high-quality photos. Beyond megapixels, pay close attention to openness to increase your photography skills. Special features like double lenses give you a wider angle and more versatile photos. Depending on your usage, your smartphone should ideally last nearly a day on a
single charge. Battery check: Get a unit with a battery capacity of 3000 mAh, a 9-hour battery life and a fast charge. These are the manufactures of a battery titan. The flagship smartphone entries usually come with 16-32GB of storage. To host more apps, 4K videos and serious games, arm yourself with
a massive 64GB handset. An additional micro-SD card slot usually does the trick and helps solve your storage problems. RAM is used to store data and is essential to make all your multiple tasks fluid and almost flawless. A 2GB RAM sets the stage for a good performance. Size matters. Look for phones
less than 5 inches old if you want an easy-to-grasp phone and slips easily into your pocket. Streaming videos or playing games? Go supersize and opt for big screens like 5 - 5.5'. Phablets or smartphones over 5.5 inches are impressive for watching videos and multi-tasking between apps. Features
Fingerprint Scanners protect you with better security from unwanted access and even check mobile payments. The IP68 rating gives you impressive resistance against the elements (water, dust, shock) so you can do it all when you're using your phone. Wireless charging allows you to start your device
very quickly minus all those annoying wires. Plus, it looks clean and shiny too. iOS works exclusively on all iPhones and is incredibly easy to use. It offers millions of applications and provides the most timed software updates deployed almost simultaneously across the region. Seamless and smooth,
Apple fans raise their hands. Android lets you among a range of brands running on its system. It gets the nod to open customizations with thousands of launchers and widgets, with a growing library of over a million apps available via Google Play. Laptop Buyer's Guide 1. Screen size Decide the size of
the screen will depend on how portable you want your laptop to be. 11-12 Laptops are the lightest and thinnest the market has to offer, and generally weighs 2.5-3.5 pounds. 13-14 Laptops offer the best of both worlds for portability and usability, and generally weigh less than 4 pounds. 15-inch laptops
weigh about 4.5 to 6.5 pounds and are preferable to be used at home or in the workplace. 17 up laptops This laptop remains at a sturdy table - literally, because it weighs 7 to 8 pounds or more. It's a powerful machine loaded with hardware and features for great performance. 2. Laptop Use For everyday
computing tasks like sending emails, social media, web surfing and casual movie watching, entry-level laptops with basic features will do just fine. For people working on the go, 2-in-1 laptops are a great fit as it's a tablet and laptop rolled into a cool device. Get portability and functionality with the
removable keyboard or a unit that folds completely behind the touchscreen. For gamers, laptops with a powerful Quad-Core i7 processor and superior GPU for fast, seamless gameplay will get you your money's worth. Add stunning screen resolution and extraordinary battery life so nothing can stop you
from leveling. For power performance, a rugged laptop is your best friend. Full HD or 1080p resolution will give a great hand for tedious video editing. A huge RAM capacity will track multitasking activities. A solid and reliable cooling system is also a must to prevent your machine from overheating with
prolonged use. 3. RAM, is vital for your laptop's processor because the memory allows it to run multiple programs simultaneously without too much interruption. Start with a decent 4GB for budget laptops, 8GB if you can spend extra and 16GB for supreme performance. 4. Storage If you need a lot of
space to store digital files like photos, movies and other programs, max on your laptop's hard drive. A solid state hard drive (SSD) is preferable to the standard hard drive because it has faster access speed to run your programs and consumes less energy for a longer battery life. If you need to store more
bulk storage, an external hard drive will do the trick. 5. Simply put processor, the more your laptop processor, the faster the programs work. Intel and AMD are the main players slugging it for processor supremacy, the first offering Core i3, i5 and i7 while the second has the A4 series and FX to boot.
Refrigerator Buyer's Guide Single Door Refrigerators are the most affordable type, and its compact body makes it ideal for saving space. Two-door refrigerators either have freezers located at the top for convenient access to frozen storage, or have freezers at the bottom for easy access to fresh food. The
coast refrigerators make good use of space by dividing the ref between fresh food and frozen food compartments. Most side-by-side models space a little more space for the refrigerator. Adjustable shelves also offer more storage flexibility. Side-by-side units also require less clearance to open doors,
making them ideal for compact kitchens. French door refrigerators combine the designs of a side-by-side unit on top with a drawer-style freezer at the bottom. It also gives you eye-level access with most foods, crispy drawers and shelves. Wine coolers are designed specifically to keep wines at their
optimum temperature that you can enjoy. Freezers are ideally suited to preserve meat, store ice cream and protect food from bacteria and mold. Coolers are best for cooling bottled beverages. A simple trick to choose the right size is allotting at least 2 cu.ft of ref space per adult in your household. Tip: Be
sure to check if the device will fit your space by providing an additional 50mm allocation around the device. Investing in an inverter refrigerator saves you more energy and generally lasts longer than regular refrigerators. It also generates less noise compared to conventional refrigerators Apart from
cooling, determine other convenience features that you might need from your refrigerator. Do you need more storage space like slide baskets and fully extended drawers? Should the freezer be on the standard top or downstairs to facilitate access? Feature Shop: - Multi Door - Door-in-Door - Water
Dispenser - Sustainable Freshness - Optimized Storage - Smart Ref - Inverter Refrigerator - Home Bar You can also complement the style of your kitchen by matching appliances with your kitchen interior. Shop by color: - Stainless steel - White - Silver - Finish glass door - Black - Red - Pebble Blue
Washing Machine Guide to the buyer of your washer depends on how many you are in the household. The pucks with 6-7kg battery capacities are perfect for 1-2 people. Washers with a capacity of 8 to 9 kg are good for a family of 3, while 10 to 13 kg washers are ideal for larger households. Front-loaded
washers open from the front, while higher-load washers allow you to dip your laundry from the top. Here is a quick side-by-side comparison between the characteristics of these washers. Front chargers use less water and detergent than conventional top chargers, which must fill up completely for rotation
and rinse cycles. The inverter washers help you save more on water and energy consumption. Your machine's washing programs serve as a menu to clean your clothes and fabric care. Quick washing is ideal when you are in a hurry and needs a quick solution to refresh your clothes as little as 15
minutes. The Easy Care Program is designed for non-cotton clothing, such as polyester clothing that needs a slightly more delicate wash. Temperature programs allow you to choose between hot or cold water for washing. Hot to remove more stains and cold to help you save on energy consumption.
Handwashing function. washers have a dedicated space that allows you to pre-treat your clothes; Soak it and rub it in a built-in sink to take care of difficult stains. Smart control. High-end models have Wi-Fi connections to connect to your smartphone or tablet so you can easily control your washing from
your smart device. Silent operation. The inverter models are built with highly efficient engines that provide a quiet operation suitable for open-plan living. Inverters also save you more on water and energy consumption. Consumption. Consumption.
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